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Constructed Documentation and Communication 

	 Richard Mosse’s body of  work stems from the unique creative process of  constructing 

documentation and communication. His distinct stylistic projects developed through rare 

photographic technology and focused on conflict zones and the people displaced by them, merge 

into the category of  conflict and war photography. Through Mosse’s specific style, his works exist 

as alternative representations of  conflicts, contradictory to what many people believe war 

photography should uniformly look like and starkly address – the truth and actuality of  events. 

This latter mission to document the truth in war photography, however, clings to the narrowness 

of  perspective, documentation, and communication as seen in  photojournalism and traditional 

documentary filmmaking. Mosse’s objective is different with his filmmaking and photography 

projects. He strives “to simply represent the subject” (Haenlein, 107) which may not explicitly 

spell out truth or facts, but also does not manipulate or skew them; instead, he involves creative 

tools and methods to portray and represent conflict situations through their complexities in 

worlds that are not simple and transparent. Mosse’s photo series Infra (2011) and film The Enclave 

(2013), as well as Incoming and Heat Maps (2017), both demonstrate how the real is rooted in the 

constructed, allowing his works to transcend simple identifiable truths, found in traditional 

photojournalism and documentary filmmaking, into a deeper and more elevated understanding 

of  the realities of  conflicts, requiring more conscious thought and connection from the artist and 

viewers.      
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Technology 

	 Trademarks to Mosse’s most well known work are his use of  unique and rare 

photographic technologies for his photo series and films. As it was announced that it would 

become discontinued, Mosse acquired some Kodak Aerochrome film and began experimenting 

with it in 2009. This scarce 16mm film was developed in partnership with the U.S. military 

during World War II as a reconnaissance infrared film. The film registers infrared light which is 

invisible to the human eye, but reflected off  chlorophyll in live vegetation. This reflection resulted 

in “kitschy pink” (Mosse) hues that would replace anything green in the images. Mosse was 

fascinated by the “eccentric medium” that put him in an “uncomfortable place” (Mosse) where 

his photography skills and expertise were tested, ultimately placing him in unfamiliar territory as 

an artist. Used as camouflage detection by the military, Mosse recognized Aerochrome as a 

medium able to expose the unseen, leading him to look into what sort of  forgotten or hidden 

narrative he could explore and document with the film.   

	 Soon enough he set out on a trip to eastern Congo in Africa where he would eventually 

capture his projects Infra and The Enclave. An ongoing civil war in Congo that erupted in the 90s 

Video stills from The Enclave.
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with a death toll of  close to 5.4 million people since 1998 according to the International Rescue 

Committee, interested him especially with the lack of  trace and the “failure of  documentary 

photography” (Mosse) to embody this brutal and misunderstood conflict. Mosse describes the 

civil war in Congo as complicated and difficult to capture through a single lens and the camera’s 

literal nature. In Infra, Mosse’s intentional use of  Aerochrome film captures the war-torn and 

deforested landscapes, close intimate portraits of  struggling civilians, and defiant stare downs 

with rebel soldiers all with a single focus point, whether that be a tragic gesture by the subject or 

the crude natural environments coated in the bubblegum pink process. These images construct 

the reality of  situations contextual to each photograph, but require a more detailed observation 

and look into the visual content. The photo and film technology used by Mosse challenges the 

ways photographers represent this forgotten conflict, but does not change events, and instead 

nests “the real” into the construction of  his photographs.  

	 Mosse’s documentary film The Enclave focuses on the same subject, but shifts the photo 

medium of  Infra into video. As a collaborative effort, The Enclave was created with a videographer 

Video still from The Enclave.
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and composer, capturing live footage of  conflicts in Congo and real audio, but no dialogue. The 

incorporation of  other technologies and elements with the use of  Aerochrome film created a 

composition portraying the complex events and instances involved in what Mosse and his 

colleagues witnessed and tried to represent through filmmaking. The combination of  their 

photographic and audio tools bring to life the perspectives of  the creators, but the stylized intent 

and use of  certain technologies to document conflict represents situations and realities in ways 

that do not have to be upheld to the conventional ways of  showing truth, but instead, take form 

as an exploration of  contingent phenomena that can still be communicated, but only through the 

the right chosen media. 

	 The photo series Heat Maps and video Incoming are both Mosse’s latest projects which 

highlight the growing refugee crisis across the Middle East, Northern Africa, and Europe. These 

newer projects focus on similar themes of  human displacement, war, and persecution which have 

caused one of  the greatest human migrations since WWII. The broader topic involved in Heat 

Maps and Incoming spreads out over a much bigger geographical and demographic scale, yet 

Mosse’s intent on documenting such a global crisis with similar technology to his projects in 

eastern Congo reinforces his commitment to his artistic style and narrative. Mosse uses weapons-

grade telephoto cameras that capture heat as opposed to light. These cameras can spot human 

body heat radiations up to 18 miles away, and can even detect heat signatures left over by recent 

handprints and footprints. This thermal technology results in incredibly haunting visuals of  

humans, outlined and filled with ghostly whites and grays almost like X-ray scans. This advanced 

photographic technology is commonly used for government surveillance, and Mosse uses its 

intended purpose to document the mass struggle for survival by refugees, while “investigating one 

of  the sinister technologies that our governments are using against them.” (Goulder). These 
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cameras similarity reveal subjects that can be concealed in their environments just like the 

Aerochrome film accomplishes with the conflict in Congo. Revealing these stateless and distressed 

individuals through heat technology provides an incredibly different outlook into the reality and 

trueness of   current refugee issues and poses deeply intuitive questions for viewers alike.   

Beauty 

	 When Mosse traveled to Congo with unfamiliar film and little idea to how his experience 

would shape his unplanned project, it took him awhile to finally discover the meaning behind the 

film he was using in relation to the shots he was capturing. He was afraid to develop the film, but 

when he viewed one of  his photographs, he ignored it for its beautiful qualities and composition; 

however; Mosse soon realized that this beauty was not simply aesthetic in nature, but in 

juxtaposition to the violence and tragedy of  eastern Congo, hindering simple understanding of  

what the images depict and proposing an internal dilemma for the artist and viewers. War 

photography is expected and held accountable for its unedited and raw representation of  truth, 

but “what is portrayed is never an absolute account of  events” (Haenlin, 108). The film bathes 

“the region’s mountainous jungle in psychedelic tones” and illuminates scenes of  violence “ in 

Image from Heat Maps.
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vivid shades of  magenta, lavender and puce”(Haenlin, 108) creating a compounded contrast 

between a desirable attraction to the images with a nauseating anxiety and discomfort in reaction 

to human suffering shown. 	  

	 The Enclave agitates this contradictory idea even more so than Infra because of  its greater 

capabilities to transport viewers into the foreign realm of  the subject. The camera floats slowly 

though natural and human environments paired with haunting echoes and background sounds, 

creating a dreamlike state bolstering “the sense of  surreal”(Haenlin, 109). This compelling 

imagery does not contribute to a fictional form nor a linear narrative however, and its stylization 

and abstraction actually fixes the video piece as an all-encompassing representation of  true 

events, but with better access to insights and understanding of  the harsh realities of  the eastern 

Congo conflict.    

	 Similar to his projects dealing with conflict in eastern Congo, the unsettling hollow and 

human figures and blurred together environments seen in Heat Maps and Incoming may discomfort 

viewers, but instances of  human sorrow and struggle still emit through the harshly contrasted 

scenes and  disturbing faces. In a way, human connection is still possible to relate with when 

viewing these heat sensitive photographs and film. These distorted representations of  refugees 

Video still from Incoming.
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portray tragedy and suffering through Mosse’s distinct aestheticism, yet uphold the photographs 

and video to the context around each. 

Construction 

	 Documentary photography is a constructed way of  seeing the world. Mosse defends his 

choice of  film as “a way of  thinking through the conflict in Congo” (Mosse) and gathering the 

scattered pieces spread out on a canvas of  human displacement, violence, and tragedy. His fine 

art approach to uncovering the forgotten conflict in eastern Congo is an attempt to resist 

conventional narratives and challenge the usual practices and notions of  war photography. Infra 

and The Enclave illustrate a continuous journey through a wildly complicated conflict zone and are 

constructed out of  the artist’s interactions and experiences undergone before documentation. The 

Enclave does not form a linear storyline and does not focus on representing truth, but instead 

transports viewers into a real world different from their own where they must build personal 

interpretations and experience varying emotions. This sense of  truth lies deeper in the 

consciousness of  viewers and the artist. Mosse’s constructed communication does not “lock down 

what you’re meant to feel” (Haenlin, 110), purposing his work through ambiguity and allowing 

his form of  art “to manifest an intangible conflict.”(Haenlin, 107). Mosse’s stylized compilation 

of  his documentation holds much greater capacity for meaning and connection to the reality and 

actuality of  conflict in Congo than other forms of  documenting.         

	 No documentation goes without influence of  its documenter. The choices made by Mosse 

and his collaborators are inherent to the creative process and representation of  the subject. His 

steering of  what he shows in the film and photos and “resistance to a narrative 

approach”(Haenlin, 109) evolve out of  real experience in the war torn, nationless territory of  
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eastern Congo and consequently transfer experience of  the reality amongst the disarray of  

conflict into a form accessible by another audience, where real accounts and open ends have a 

greater impression. 

	 Heat Maps and Incoming are both intensive projects that Mosse developed through 

constructive planning and execution. For the large prints of  Heat Maps, “each artwork has been 

painstakingly constructed from a grid of  almost a thousand smaller frames,” blended into “a 

single expansive thermal panorama” (Mosse, website). This laborious process to capture the 

images for the series and document refugees and their environments supports Mosse’s efforts to 

construct his work, but in a way that still represents the true realities of  featured subjects. 

Presentation 

	 Critical to Mosse’s stylized works is his presentation of  them. The images in Infra were 

first published in a photo book that gained Mosse critical acclaim and attention to the project, 

which inspired him to travel back to eastern Congo and film The Enclave. The images from Infra 

of  mostly vast mountainous jungle landscapes scarred by human activity and violence from are 

seen throughout exhibitions presented in large format prints sometimes engulfing entire walls in a 

Images in a gallery  
space from Infra.
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gallery space. With Mosse’s macro view and perspective consistent throughout the photos, the 

wall hangings of  framed vivid pink scenery can transport the room into what seems like an 

imaginable world of  where these photos originated. The power of  photography though lies in its 

sort of  endless presence, when viewers have all the time to analyze and reflect on the visual data 

of  a composition.   

	 The Enclave operates completely different from Infra giving “maximum freedom of  

interpretation”(Haenlin, 109). The video is presented on a set of  six screens in a dark room. The 

projections lie perpendicular and parallel to each other with moving image on both sides of  the 

screen. This immersive video viewing space plays different sets of  video with an overarching 

soundtrack. Different sorts of  ambiance can overlap each; when one screen may play soldiers 

shooting into the Congo bush while another faces off  with an ambivalent rebel soldier all while 

the sound of  a female villager humming a tune fill the atmosphere. Experience in this space can 

greatly vary for onlookers, “arousing a different range of  emotions in the viewer” (Haenlin, 107). 

As a time-based art, viewers catch glimpses of  human and environmental landscapes of  eastern 

Congo before they may change into the next frame. The film is more aggressive and closer to its 

Video screens showing 
The Enclave.
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subjects than the photos of  Infra. The forty minute screening progresses through its anti-plot 

structure when moments of  the visual spectacle blur the lines between real and constructed. The 

music and audio are powerful and imperative to the piece’s impression, yet also at many times the 

soundtrack hints at the constructive nature that sound plays to accompany the visual 

documentation.   

	 The large panorama prints of Heat Maps similarly envelop the space they are presented in 

as do the images of  Infra. The landscape photographs span over a massive amount of  wall space 

inviting the viewer into the harsh worlds of  refugees and their daily struggles within. The 

incredible space and detail in each image is striking and parallels the actual size of  such an issue 

where thousands of  people leave or are forced from their homes and must migrate elsewhere. 

The stark lighting and white walls of  exhibitions highlight the black and white composition of  

both the visuals and the highly serious state of  the refugee crisis. Incoming exists on a series of  

screens closely related to the presentation of  The Enclave. These three eight meter wide screens 

are lined up next to each other and their scale towers above viewers who stand in an immense 

dark space confronted in close proximity to the videos. A soundtrack of  field recordings blurred 

with synthetic sounds plays during the video installation and creates a heavy and intense 

Images in a gallery  
space from Heat Maps.
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atmosphere for viewers. The subject matter of  Incoming is greatly heightened by the presentation 

of  video and sound, but communicates the realities of  migrants and their hardships to viewers 

who may never experience or face such situations and events in their own lives. 

Conclusion 

	 The people and places Richard Mosse chooses to capture through his camera are 

intended and subject to his stylization as a contemporary artist. He finds himself  in the same 

places as other documentary filmmakers and journalists, which can influence his work and 

process to expose realities of  conflict zones and the issues, yet his work investigates such worlds 

and presents them through a unique aesthetic sourced from film and other constructive elements. 

This process of  creating does not take away from the trueness of  events and situations that Mosse 

represents in his image and video projects, but instead elevates this documentation and the 

contextual information behind each visual piece into something more prominent. Mosse’s distinct 

aesthetic in his portrayal of  figures in the Congo conflict and victims of  the refugee crisis presents 

their hardships and experiences in a form that viewers are able to deeply connect with, openly 

Video screens  
showing Incoming.
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interpret, and define their own sense of  truths regarding the subjects of  such strikingly beautiful 

and humanly expressive visual works.       
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